Discovering the Possibilities

Tips for Mentees by a Mentee

By: Yamilex Bello

As you walk the path towards the successful future you dream to reach, you have to think about the steps you need to take first. Doing well in school and participating in extra-curricular activities can give you knowledge and experience that can be helpful towards your future accomplishments.

When you are meeting with your mentor it is a great time to discover the possibilities of your future. The Discover the Possibilities activities will help you learn about the many opportunities that are out there for you. You will also learn important information about college that you will definitely need to remember for the future. So make sure you get the most out of this activity with your mentor, here are some suggestions I think will help you.

1. Be honest in all activities
2. Be patient throughout all activities and think through every choice
3. Be open-minded
4. Ask questions about anything you are confused about
5. Take notes about anything that interests you
6. Copy down the links to important websites that can be helpful for you and your parents
7. Ask your mentor about their experiences and interest to expand your own

If you follow these simple tips, you will learn about the many opportunities that there are for you.